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Rocco Wins his First Ring in the Turbo 

Michael Rocco outlasts a tough turbo field to win his first gold ring. 

Stateline, Nev. (November 9, 2014) -- Michael Rocco wins the Turbo event in just 9 hours and 

25 minutes. Rocco defeated a field of 112 to earn his largest Circuit cash ever for $10,079 in 

Event #11. Rocco was able to navigate through a tough final table that included ring winners 

Sean Burson (second place) and Shain Matthews (ninth place). 

“It’s a fast structure, so there is a lot of luck,” said Rocco about beating the tough final table. “It 

feels good, it always feels good to win a tournament.” 

This victory adds to Rocco’s impressive WSOP resume. Although this is his first ring, Rocco has 

found lots of success at the WSOP in Las Vegas. He finished in 3rd place in a $3,000 No-Limit 

Hold’em event in 2013 that drew 1,078 players. He took home his largest WSOP cash for 

$229,500. This victory pushes Rocco over the $300,000 WSOP earnings mark. 

The professional poker player came to the final table in the middle of the chip counts. He added 

chips to his stack steadily as players rapidly fell. Play slowed down after Charles Mendoza was 

knocked out in sixth place. As stacks got shallower play picked up again. With some good play 

and a little luck Rocco was able to beat Sean Burson heads-up for the gold ring. 

It was a small field, but it was a tough field. Some of the notables to play in this event include 

Event #1 ring winner, Erle Mankin, and circuit grinders Rex Clinkscales and Jesse Capps. Also 

in the field was bracelet winner, Sean Drake. Drake finished in 12th place for $702. Drake is 

currently playing in Day 2 of the Main Event after bagging chips in Flight A of Day 1. Drake 

took his day off between Day 1 and Day 2 of the Main to play in this event. 

Event #11 was the eleventh of 12 gold ring events on the WSOP Circuit schedule at Harveys 

Lake Tahoe in Stateline, Nev. The $365 No-Limit Hold’em Turbo tournament attracted 112 

entries generating a $33,600 prize pool. The top 12 players were paid. 

The tournament lasted one night long.  It started at 5 p.m. and concluded a little over nine hours 

later at 2:25 a.m. 

 



Notes on the event: 

 

 There were two ring winners at the final table, Sean Burson (second place) and Shain 

Matthews (ninth place) 

 

The player who accumulates the most overall points during the Harveys Lake Tahoe twelve 

combined gold ring tournaments earns the title Casino Champion and receives automatic entry 

into the WSOP National Championship set to take place at the end of the year. 

 

All players who cash in ring events receive points that apply toward the Casino Championship 

race and the season-long race to claim one of 50 at-large National Championship bids awarded to 

the top point earners throughout the season. More information on the points system is available 

on WSOP.com. 

 

Here is the list of gold ring winners from Harveys Lake Tahoe: 

 

EVENT #1: Erle Mankin defeated 133 players ($365 NLHE) for $11,171 

EVENT #2: Frankie O’Dell defeated 65 players ($365 H.O.R.S.E.) for $6,825 

EVENT #3: Michael Murphy defeated 168 players ($365 NLHE) for $13,609 

EVENT #4: Deva Crouch defeated 631 players ($365 NLHE Re-entry) for $38,807 

EVENT #5: Steve Foutty defeated 171 players ($365 NLHE) for $13,850 

EVENT #6: Daniel Aran defeated 194 players ($365 NLHE) for $15,132 

EVENT #7: Donna Delfin defeated 182 players ($365 NLHE 6-Max) for $15,020 

EVENT #8: Daniel Lowery defeated 215 players ($365 NLHE) for $16,128 

EVENT #9: George Saca defeated 203 players ($580 NLHE) for $26,390 

EVENT #11: Michael Rocco defeated 112 players ($365 NLHE Turbo) for $10,079 

 

This was the 11th of twelve ring events on the Harveys Lake Tahoe schedule. The Main Event 

and Event #12 will conclude Monday to wrap up the series. 

 

For more information about the World Series of Poker Circuit, be sure to follow us on Twitter 

@WSOP or check out WSOP.com. 

 

For additional information please contact:  

 

Isaac Hanson (WSOP Media Coordinator) at ijhanson13@gmail.com. 


